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It’s hard to believe� but when the Metropolitan Life Clock Tower 
was completed in ����� the ��-floor (���ft) structure� designed 

to resemble the campanile in Venice� was the tallest building in 
the world – only to lose that crown to the Woolworth Building in 
Lower Manhattan three years later� In the decades since� it has 

stood sentinel over the increasingly trendy Madison Square Park 
district� So trendy� in fact� that it made perfect sense when Ian 
Schrager’s Edition brand landed the deal to convert it into a hip 

���-room hotel� The result is polished� chic and tasteful 
throughout� Many rooms on the upper floors have views of the 
beaming Empire State Building to the north� or One Madison 

tower (home to Tom Brady� Gisele Bündchen and Rupert 
Murdoch) to the south� All have pleasing blond-wood floors� 

striking ebonised headboards and door casements� snow-white 
sofas and wheat-coloured resin bathrooms� The Clock Tower 

restaurant on the second floor is busy� clubby and panelled� with 
architectural details dating back to when it served as Metropolitan 

Life’s executive o�ces in the ����s and ����s� The menu� by 
London’s Jason Atherton (of Pollen Street Social)� is nothing short 

of phenomenal� with exquisite interpretations of American 
classics such as mac and cheese with wild mushrooms and 

slow-cooked ox-cheek� and North African-spiced Colorado lamb 
with yogurt� young curried onions and smoked eggplant� all 

assembled with a light sprinkling of British ingredients (English 
cucumbers!)� A table here is one of the most sought-after in town�  

www�editionhotels�com� Doubles from about ����

THE SCENESTER

THE EDITION, NEW YORK

How many massive� Phantom-of-the-Opera-style Baccarat crystal 
chandeliers does it take to create an over-the-top hotel fit for a 

princess? The answer� according to this glittery new addition to the 
New York skyline� appears to be ��� And the crystal encrustedness 

certainly does not stop there� It first makes an impact as one 
approaches the shimmery exterior wall of this Skidmore� Owings  

& Merrill-designed building� continues with the spellbinding  
LED-light-patterned wall of ����� Baccarat Harcourt wineglasses  

in the lower lobby� through the grand salons and the ��ft�  
barrel-ceilinged bar filled with crystal sconces� crystal art� and finally 
up to the ��� relatively restrained bedrooms with their crystal table 

lamps and vases� With pleasing touches such as Fauchon almond 
biscuits� chocolates and cheddar mini-crêpes in the red-lacquered 
not-so-mini-bars and custom-made Mascioni jacquard bedding�  

the rooms are cosseting and calming spaces� Everything – the 
temperature� room service orders� TV� curtains – is controlled from 

a handy phone-size tablet� True to form� Baccarat has spared no 
expense on the new� beautifully vaulted Chevalier restaurant� 

designed by Stephen Sills� who was also responsible for freshening 
up The Connaught’s public spaces in ����� The executive chef  
is Shea Gallante� from the Michelin-starred Cru restaurant� who 

serves Maine lobster with caramelised salsify and leeks� and a truly 
extravagant Royal Transmontanus caviar dish for about ����  

And once the princess takes o� her crystal slippers for the night�  
she can always head down to the sparkling Spa de la Mer� the  

only one of its kind in the USA�  
www�baccarathotels�com� Doubles from about ����

THE CRYSTAL PALACE

BACCARAT HOTEL

WHERE TO STAY
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�� Condé Nast Traveller November ����
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